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Film Center Collection

Short descriptions of each film are found in the University of Illinois Film Center General Catalog (1985), which is stored with the collection.

7” reels:

Fossils: From Site to Museum
French and Indian War
French Influences in North America
Midwest Literature: The Farm Background

10½” reels:

Abraham Lincoln (2nd ed.)
Abraham Lincoln: A Study in Greatness, Pt. 1: Lincoln’s Youth
Abraham Lincoln: A Study in Greatness, Pt. 2: The Illinois Years
Abraham Lincoln: A Study in Greatness, Pt. 3: The War Years
Carl Sandburg Discusses His Work
Carl Sandburg Discusses Lincoln
Digging into the Past (Archaeology)
French and Indian War (Seven Years War in America)
Long Journey West
The Maple Sugar Farmer
Marquette and Jolliet: Voyage of Discovery
Midwest Literature: The City Background
Midwest Literature: The Town Background
Stop Destroying America’s Past
Stop Ruining America’s Past
Travel in America in the 1840’s

12¼” reels:

Abraham Lincoln: A New Birth of Freedom
Carl Sandburg
Carl Sandburg at Gettysburg, Part 1: Facts about the Civil War
Carl Sandburg at Gettysburg, Part 2: The Gettysburg Address and Lincoln the Man
Chicago: Growth and Change
Chicago Midland Metropolis
The Chicago Picasso (2)
Chicago Transport: A Case Study
Destination America (I): Old World, New World (2)
Destination America (II): On a Clear Day You Could See Boston(2)
Destination America (III): Made in Britain (2)
Destination America (IV): Everything’s Better In America (2)
Destination America (IX): Nation of Immigrants (2)
The Giants and the Common Man (2)
Great Debate: Lincoln versus Douglas
John Peter Altgeld (2)
Meet Mr. Lincoln
Packingtown, U.S.A.
Three from Illinois (Galena, Springfield, Bishop Hill) (2)

Unclassified Size:

Abraham Lincoln: A Background Study
Destination America (V): A Place in the Sun
Destination America (VI): The Biggest Jewish City in the World
Destination America (VII): City of the Big Shoulders
Destination America (VIII): Go West, Unge Mann
French Explorations in the New World
The Memorial Day Massacre of 1937
Moonlight Witness: Abe Lincoln, Lawyer
Origins of Man: Early Man in North America
Prairie Sky
Stockyards: End of an Era
United States Expansion: The Northwest Territory